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Abstract 
Society is a social being in an environment that has a number of activities (culture). Availability of open 
space that is safe and comfortable is an important factor of sustainable interaction between each individual 
society. Declining environmental quality in the form of decreasing green space, pollution of air, water, and 
soil, the air temperature is not uncomfortable, and the noise and busyness of each individual that causes the 
least free time to interact with the society so that the people need a space that is ecologically give safety and 
comfort, functionally can strengthen relationships, and aesthetically provide beautiful visual so interesting to 
visit. To meet the needs of the society, we need a plan of neighborhood park. Planning of neighborhood park 
are proposed in this paper is the planning of neighborhood park Melody Park. Melody Park is a gathering 
place for the society to perform a variety of social activities that ultimately aims to strengthen the relationship 
between individuals in society (relationship of neighborhood). Melody park has three main functions, namely 
the function of ecological, social and cultural functions, and aesthetic functions. Melody park consists of 
three zones: a) Core Zone which includes a society room, children's game room, teen room, and music 
room. b) Support zone which includes the welcome area and office manager. c) Buffer zone which includes 
landscape plants such as shrubs and high trees. The purpose of this paper is to produce a plan of 
neighborhood park Melody Park that serves as a green open space-based environmental, social, and 
cultural. The method used in preparing this paper is a method of qualitative and descriptive analysis method. 
The approach that will be used in preparing this paper is a case study and retrieve data from the Department 
of the landscape and Ministry of the environment. The results of this study indicate that the development of 
neighborhood park Melody Park will improve air quality, the unity and welfare of the society, and increase the 
provision of green open space. 
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